The country has seen an upsurge in counterfeit prescription pills masquerading as painkillers and Xanax. These pills are disguised as real medications but made with deadly fentanyl or its even deadlier variants, and even a fraction of a single pill can mean death in less than 30 minutes of ingesting it.

Fentanyl is a serious threat to New Jersey. In June 2017, State Police and members of the North Bergen Police Department arrested two men as they did a drug deal in a North Bergen parking lot. 40 kilograms of fentanyl was involved, which is enough to kill every man, woman, and child in the state. In December 2017, a resident of California was charged with shipping at least 500,000 counterfeit fentanyl pills into New Jersey.

130 New Jersey Doctors Linked to Fake Drug Rings

Counterfeit cancer drugs have touched New Jersey as well. 130 different medical practices in New Jersey have been implicated in various black market supply chains associated with counterfeit cancer treatments and other therapies. Families who have lost relatives to cancer will never know if their loved ones were given real medication or fake, and if they died from a lack of treatment.

Opening the U.S.'s closed drug supply chain puts New Jersey lives at risk of serious injury or death.
**Counterfeit and Black Market Drug Investigations in New Jersey (2011–2018)**

**Based on reported investigations. Note that each investigation could have affected hundreds of New Jersey residents.**

**Fentanyl and Counterfeit Pills Made with Fentanyl**

June 2018: An indictment was handed down against a Rhode Island man, who prosecutors assert was a key figure in a major international fentanyl pill ring. Investigators believe he was responsible for selling the fentanyl that killed a Ramsey resident on or around February 23, 2014.¹

June 2018: Police arrested a mother and son from Cherry Hill for allegedly distributing drugs, including counterfeit pills made with fentanyl.²

December 2017: Two California men were indicted for their roles in a large-scale drug distribution ring that allegedly shipped at least 500,000 fentanyl pills into New Jersey.³ Prosecution has moved forward against one of them.⁴

November 2017: The Monmouth County Prosecutor’s Office confirmed that counterfeit pills made with fentanyl had been found in Neptune, Holmdel, and Long Beach in 2017.⁵

June 2017: Federal agents arrested two in Carneys Point Township suspected of using a home to manufacture counterfeit fentanyl pills.⁶

June 2017: State Police detectives and members of the North Bergen Police Department arrested Jesus Carrillo-Pineda and Daniel Vasquez after the men transferred 40 kilograms of fentanyl from one vehicle to another. Both men pleaded guilty in December 2017. Carrillo-Pineda received a ten-year sentence and Vasquez received a six-year sentence.⁷

**Black Market and Counterfeit Cancer Drugs**

February 2017: A Monmouth oncology practice, doctor, and practice manager agreed to pay $1.7 million to settle charges of illegally importing non-FDA approved medications and using them on their patients.⁸

April 2015: The FDA warned eight New Jersey medical practices and more than 270 nationwide to stop buying drugs from Gallant Pharmaceuticals, which sold more than 39 non-FDA approved medications.⁹

May 2013: The FDA warned 780 medical practices, 42 in New Jersey, to stop doing business with unlicensed drug seller Medical Device King, which had sold 31 non-FDA approved medications, including counterfeit Avastin.¹⁰

February–June 2012: Six New Jersey doctors were among the 136 nationwide that received warning letters indicating that they may have purchased counterfeit Avastin or Altzuan from Quality Specialty Products (QSP), a CanadaDrugs subsidiary.¹¹

**Misbranded and Counterfeit Botox**

March 2016: The FDA warned 57 New Jersey doctors and more than 1,200 nationwide to stop buying from Canadian distributor TC Medical, which sold 22 different kinds of non-FDA approved medications, including counterfeit Botox.¹²

August 2015: Three residents of New Jersey and former employees of TC Medical—sales representatives Asaf Akiva Ibrahimian and Reuven David Mirlis, and drop shipper Rivka Rabi—received two years probation for their involvement in distributing non-FDA approved medications. Each of the defendants had to pay a $5,000 fine. Ibrahimian had an additional forfeiture of $173,469.¹³

July 2013: The FDA warned four doctors and medical practices in New Jersey to stop purchasing fraudulent versions of Botox sold by Online Botox Pharmacy, Onlinebotox.com, and Onlinebotox.¹⁴

November 2012: 11 New Jersey doctors were among the 350 nationwide that received warning letters indicating that they may have purchased counterfeit versions of Botox from Quality Specialty Products (QSP), a CanadaDrugs subsidiary.¹⁵
Other Drugs

April 2018: A Patterson police officer was indicted for selling various illicit drugs, including counterfeit Percocet pills made with heroin.16

February 2018: A Pennsylvania couple was indicted after they sold tens of thousands of counterfeit oxycodone pills to an undercover agent in Patterson. The pills contained tramadol and heroin.17

September 2014: New Jersey company Natural Health Solutions received a warning letter from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration for making fraudulent claims that some of their products could cure Ebola.18

September 2012: Two New Jersey doctors were among the 23 U.S. doctors that received warning letters indicating that they may have purchased counterfeit versions of the osteoporosis injectable medications Prolia and Aclasta from Quality Specialty Products (QSP), a CanadaDrugs.com subsidiary.19

May 2011: Closter couple Harshad and Nita Patel pleaded guilty to selling counterfeit prescription drugs sourced from India to customers in the United States.20 Both received a sentence of two years probation, with Nita also receiving nine months home confinement.21

Footnotes


